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The process of development of information and communication technologies 

to quantitative and qualitative characteristics of medical information, available 
to broad auditory. This led to the need to create effective informational-
analytical platforms, that are required to cover vast arrays of polythematical 
informational resources that are characterized by a high degree of intensity, 
dynamism and diversity both in terms of content, structure, purpose, and 
formats, standards and creation technologies. Such platform should be used 

allowing them to process these arrays effectively.

One of the most useful tools for organizing all kinds of knowledge is ontology 
as a formal representation of some subject area. A system, capable of effective 
utilization of such formalization with the means of interactive documents is 

ontologies is shown.

Transdisciplinarity, ontology, taxonomy, medical information resources, medical 
knowledge systems, narrative, discourse

1. Introduction

operationality of which is implemented on the basis of transdisciplinarity, which is a certain hyperproperty 
1–4

and engineering technologies requires ensuring their consolidation during application. There is also 
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and tools that are used in the modern treatment process. This is realized by taking into account the whole 
set of interdisciplinary contextual relations between medical information resources, as knowledge 

distributed systems of medical knowledge and their diagnostic data.

Processing medical information resources and medical knowledge systems, which are dynamically 

the share of the newest methods of treatment. Secondly, the set of information has a rather complex 

Digital formats of information resources, which form the basis of interaction in network medical 
 First of 

which implement the presentation of combined information in the form of a complete model.8

1–11

2. Analysis of recent publications and formulation of the problem

two groups.

same type of information based on characteristic attributes. According to this approach, the difference 

type information resources. In fact, this interpretation of consolidation reduces it to the simple use of 

Contrary to this approach, other researchers1,8–10

semantic processes that are implemented in the network space. The use of ontological engineering 
mechanisms is proposed as a consolidation construct. The use of the methodology of ontological 

way implements interaction with them and between them.

1,8 is considered in the format of system-

integrity, non-contradiction and make up an ontological model of the problem area for the purpose of its 

the processes of analytical processing during network interaction has certain problems. The ontological 
system
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S
concepts based on axioms.

included in it.16

Therefore, for the further use of the ontological approach to the formation of consolidated information 
for its analytical processing in the process of network interaction, it is necessary to single out a basic 
construct to which axiomatic restrictions do not apply.

Taxonomy as a semantic platform of consolidation
As a construct for the formation of consolidated information, taking into account the semantics of all its 

1,18,19

include the following:  
• 1,16,18

• nodes of taxonomies contain contextual descriptions of their meanings, which allows to consider 

• taxonomies are formed by classes of concepts characterized by their certain properties according 

• 
between certain contexts of concepts of the ontological system.

1,18,20 it is formed by 

form: 

where:T – taxonomy, X – set of concepts, Rt – set of binary relations between taxonomy T concepts. 

of which, while forming an ontology, is characterized by the inclusion of certain sets of axioms that 
differ from each other. These axioms are determined on the basis of the interpretation of the contexts 
meanings, which in turn determine the concepts of the taxonomy and in the subsequent ontology. 

Ot = <X,R,F,A,D,Rs> 

T = <X,Rt>
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form nested tuples. Each such concept is characterized by a set of contexts of the type – Kn. 

intercontextual relations formed between the concepts of these taxonomies. That is, the consolidation 

This can be represented in the form of a characteristic predicate:

where, xn  ,G – hyperproperty of the 

1

f .

Thus, we consolidated all concepts of a certain set of information resources, which can be represented 

consolidation represents a certain knowledge base that combines facts from different subject areas, and 
thereby combines different network information resources.

1 of information 

1

recursion are set are transdisciplinary. That is, transdisciplinarity is a hyperproperty of consolidated 

the concept of discourse.21,22

connections, the consolidated use of selected information resources and their interpretation, as a display  
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and representation.

The use of consolidated medical information in a certain way realizes its systemology, which is quite 
T, formed on the basis of a 

1 we can transform an arbitrary taxonomy of a 

1,24

marked trees, in which the names of concepts act as marks. We will assume that all concepts form 
T. 

T
11 That is, the topology of the interaction of sets of concepts of taxonomies can be 

where Xi – concept class, ai– terminal node.

1,R2,…,Rm
hierarchical classes and determine the relations between concepts, we will get the corresponding 
taxonomy.

It is clear that a hyper-relation G includes a relation of partial order.

11,24

11

in a consolidated format.

1,X2,…, Xn,a1,a2,…, am
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as a technological basis of consolidation for subsequent analytical processing.

further analytical processing of medical information and data. This operationality is determined by a set 

d
2

1–4,19

of choice, etc.

processing of medical information is performed. 

has the form:

where T – concept type, t – type property, kl – a special index that determines whether the concept 

concepts with the name of the class that forms this set of concepts.

where Xkl – the name of the class that was formed by the set of concepts xkl

Concept classes are also elements of the document taxonomy and can form new classes.

Representation of the class name of the species       says that this class is formed from concepts that 
n property. 

ordering is determined. The entire set of classes forms a complete taxonomic system of the document, 

 is also 
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standpoint of the homotopy type theory. Taxonomy, as a structured object, is formed on the basis of 
stable binary connections between document concepts. Thus, it can also be considered as a binary 
tree,

trees that can be formed from its concepts.

D

and ensure the implementation of the following technological conditions of the doctor’s information-

• creation of a complex IT solution for the formation of a united network-centric information 

•

• support for information search processes and the formation of network digital collections of text 

•

•

• formation of interoperable protocols supporting network-centric interaction and interconnection 

•

•

•

•

•

• support for experts interaction with specialized information resources and with each other in the 
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requirements for the creation of an appropriate medical transdisciplinary information and analytical 

patient’s health condition, including decision-making concerning the choice of treatment methods.

format of interaction ensures full-scale integrated use of distributed information resources and corporate 
systems of medical knowledge.

3.  Conclusions

Transdisciplinary ontologies of medical information resources ensure the implementation of the 

the transdisciplinary procedure of lexical-semantic analysis of information resources. They also 

information technology and to a different-from-others standard, into this united information space. 

all kinds of descriptions and documentary display of information, all contexts of which are processed 

which will be created on the basis of transdisciplinary ontologies.
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